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I wiis most impressed with ihc breath-taking loveliness
of nature in this area, coupled with exiremely difficult
terrain. As first 1 felt that lamaistic Buddhism was a sort

of degenerated form of a highly superstitious religion
practiced biindW by unknowing people. But as time
elapsed. I too was drawn imperceptibly to recognize the
'power' of this religion. I felt the vibrations and strange
presences in the leech infested dark, dense, damp, gloomy
forests. The silences were weird but strangely exhil.jrating.
I never felt terror or fright but I felt drawn compulsively
to the toneless dronings of the drums and chants echoing
from remote houses on hill sides. 1 said to myself, this
area and these people have rightly and aptly chosen a
form of religion to suit their proximity to whatever form
the primeveal essence takes.

In Pedong, nature can be at its harshest and most
beautiful. I felt that if a human being could be close
to God or to the source of creation or to some other

world force, it was here. I felt that by piercing a veil
that eluded me all the time, something would be seen or
experienced. The look of patience and tinielessness on
the faces of the inhabitants, the 'living' yet more or less
abandoned Gompas and the light emanating from behind
the dull eyes of the locals, made me feel that, if it were
at all possible to be at peace with the world, it was here.
Jf I settled here, would 1 be buried alive ? I do not
think so. It is like the end of the earth, but it is puls
ating. The communications are of another dimension.

I have tried to write about the legends, customs,
religion, history and the present state of the people of
Pedong and the surrounding areas. There are conflicting
views on the strategy to be adopted in regard to the
development of backward areas, hilly tracts and primitive
agricultural communities. While any society would feel
morally obligated to usher in programmes for the materiiil
beterment and for the economic uplift of economically
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depressed sections of the nation, yet, what is often not
catered for, are the peculiar sensibilities, sensitivities and
the ethos of difterent peoples and tribes. It is not realistic
to make out a blue-print for economic progress and feel
happy about the allocation of tunds tor the down trodden
sectors of the country. What is more important is to
know which schemes are feasible and what the most
urgent priorities are, and, whether measures instituted
and credits released do in fact reach and benefit the
lowest denominator on the scale. Then again, the trauma
experienced by peoples suddenly exposed to the wiles and
machinations of modernization and the upheavals caused
in upsetting their cherished values is tremendous. Some
times some people wonder whether it is at all worthwhile
disturbing the peace and serenity of these simple tribal
folk by bringing in the competitiveness, selfishness and
greed attributable to a materialistic culture.

Perhaps the initiation to the modern age could be
more gradual and thoughtfully and honestly applied.
What backward areas really need are not vote snatching
hardened sharks, but, sympathetic and devoted workers
and diligent and impartial administrators. These people
ought not to be set upon from the outside. It is inappro
priate to instal new values, norms and reforms, from the
top. These primitive societies have healthy traditions of
democracy, egalitarianism and discipline. It would be
best to help these people to help themselves. Local self
governing institutions could be strengthened and made
effective. Obviously these people in remote areas cannot
be expected to have any total conception for their develop
ment in relation to a wider region. Tt is the task of the
Administration to work out an integrated plan for district
development, employment, education, health and ancillary
services. Community development should be encouraged
through the participation of the members of that commu
nity. Education may perhaps be geared, not to make
people feel inferior in their lack of knowledge, but to
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grown under 5,000 ft. and most usefully employed for house
construction and as irrigation conduits. Every inch of land
has been cultivated for food crops and for building
homesteads. While the great majority of the people own
land, there is no excessive affluence but generally people
appear healthy and happy. There is no game in the forests
save rabbits and an occasional deer in the Maria Basti dense

forests. The inhabitants of the area are composed of Nepali
settlers, Bhutias and the Lepchas who were the earliest settlers
on this land. Except for the road which runs through
Pedong on the Algarah—Pedong Ridge, there are no roads
or even well maintained tracks. A stoned track does

exist from Pedong to Upper Sakyong to Menchu and
Tendrebong, but it cannot be said to be well maintained
•and remains unbridged at a number of Jhoras (mountain
•streams). Narrow goat and cattle tracks criss-cross the
mountain side to the forests and springs to which men,
women and children go to gather wood and fetch water
and where cattle are taken to graze. The various Bastis or
villages are linked by barely discernable lines, very hazar
dous and rising sharply, traversing through fields and even
homesteads.

And so, the reader might ask that what is so astound
ing and earth shaking about this small, remote and floating
on a magic carpet nook of the world ? On the surface of
it, nothing. In a jeep it would take 30 seconds to whiz
past the Pedong Bazaar and before you could read the
inscription on the large building ''St. Georges School",
the habitations of Pedong have vanished and you are
wending downwards towards the Rishi Khola. Nothing
exciting, no marvellous edifice but just a serene soft
picture of the nearing Kage Ridge with neatly cultivated
terraces and gleaming white houses set at distances along
•the hill. Not even a cluster of houses except at Kage
Bazaar m a saddle. If you look up, there is a house or
two hanging precariously on the highest and darkest
ridges, and some red roofs winking through a forested
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area. Clumps of bamboo as you look downwards and
along the road side. Oh yes, one would say, this place
is aptly named as the Bamboo Grove—Pedong. And if one
happened to be staying at the Army Camp just above Pedong,
one would hear the howling winds while following the lantern
up the high stairs to the commander's hut over which, droops
a huge strange tree. The leaves flapping in your face in the
chill air of absolute darkness and aloneness, would make
you feel like you were entering one of the abandoned castle
towers of a haunted place. While in the morning, the terrify
ing darkness is lifted and a gorgeous hypnotic view spreads
itself out to feast one's eyes upon. The woolly tops of
green trees and proud ridges have hung around their necks
wisps of white clouds like the ceremonial scarves (known
as Khada).

This little bowl is filled with a sense of history. It
lies on the crossroads of history and between the civili
zations of Sikkim, Bhutan and India. Little would the
unsuspecting traveller realize that through this little vale
traversed the most ancient trade routes from Tibet to
Kalimpong and along this route passed the labouring troops
of the British Army on the historic Younghusband
Expedition. This was the farthest and earliest outpostof
the Catholic Church in its attempt to penetrate Tibet.
This particular area changed hands between Sikkim, Bhutan
and British India. This is reflected in the story of the
three main communities who reside here—the Lepchas, the
Bhutias and the Nepalis. The three communities live in
absolute and complete harmony. They brought their
religious practices which interacted upon each other and
changed the complexion of their respective cultures. The
advent of Christianity has had a dramatic impact on the
Lepchas. It is interesting to observe and record the
fortunes of the various communities with the injection of
outside settlers, i.e. the Bhutias, the Nepalis, the Christian
Missionaries, the Beharis, Marwaris and Bengalis. The
effectiveness of the civil administration, the p^-ttern of
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The History of Pedong

IT is difficult to accurately fix dates and definitely
relate the march of history in this area. The local
inhabitants have only a few vague legends but no clear

idea about what happened in the period before the grand
fathers of the present adult generation of those about 30
years of age. With the Treaty of Sinchula with Bhutan
in 1865, arrival of the French Catholic Missionaries in
about 1880, and with the construction of an unpaved track
by the British in about 1879 through this area to Jelepla,
the region could be said to have opened out into a period
of approximate historical recording.
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